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School’s Out For 
The Summer 
We finished all our finals,
And school is finally out.
So now we want to take a trip,
Or maybe hang about,
Some people go to Florida
And some will go to Rome.
I’m tired after all my _________,
So I’ll just stay at home!
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          Preparation 1 

You will hear seven short passages. After hearing each passage, circle 
the correct definition for each word or phrase below.  

➊ a gallery a) a museum b) an exhibition hall      

➋ to book a) to arrange b) to cancel

➌ an orchard a) a tree garden b) a vegetable garden

➍ a ranch a) a place to grow plants b) a place to raise animals

➎ odd jobs a) small repairs b) regular work

➏ a grant a) funding b) permission

➐ immediately a) early b) right away

Listen to Lisa and Jerome. After each person speaks, you will hear a 
statement. Mark the statement True or False.  

➊   T       F      ➋    T       F       ➌    T       F       ➍     T       F

           Preparation 2

You will hear six short passages. After hearing each passage, circle the 
correct definition for each word or phrase below. 
  

➊ a chore a) an interesting job b) boring work

➋ a tan a) light skin b) dark skin

➌ a landmark a) a famous building b) something new

➍ a monument a) a memory b) a memorial

➎ ruins a) damaged buildings b) old buildings

➏ a souvenir a) a birthday present b) you bought it on a trip

Listen to Jerome and Megan. After a couple of exchanges, you will 
hear two questions. Circle the correct answer for each question.
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Listen
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➊ a) Doing a lot of chores.

      b) Getting up at six.

      c) Missing his friends.

➋ a) He knows it’s bad.

      b) He knows it’s good.

      c) He hopes it’s good.

1a

1b

2a

2b

Track 159➌ a) She thinks that’s a good thing.

      b) She thinks that’s a bad thing.

      c) She thinks Jerome will feel good about it.

➍ a) It is going to be easy.

      b) It is going to be hard.

      c) It is going to be messy.
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Look at the pictures and follow the directions you hear. 

PHOTO 
GALLERY 1

Track 160, 161

➎ a) He can get away from the sun. 

      b) He can go to the library.

      c) He doesn’t have to write letters.

➏ a) He will write about life.

      b) He will go sightseeing.

      c) He will study hard.

➐ a) She went to Italy twice.

      b) She sent Megan a postcard.

      c) Her parents paid for her trip.

➑ a) Lisa.

      b) Tom.

      c) Megan.

1. ________   

2. ________ 

3. ________    

4. ________

➌ a) She thinks that’s a good thing.

      b) She thinks that’s a bad thing.

      c) She thinks Jerome will feel good about it.

➍ a) It is going to be easy.

      b) It is going to be hard.

      c) It is going to be messy.

a.

b.
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           Preparation 3

Listen and practice these words with the phonics〔 ʈ ʃ 〕sound.

Listen to the following words. Check the box if the word has the
〔 ʈ ʃ 〕sound.  

      ➊□        ➋□         ➌□         ➍□         ➎□         ➏□
  
        ➐□        ➑□         ➒□         ➓□          □          □

Listen to the sentences and repeat. Underline the words that have the
〔 ʈ ʃ 〕sound.

➊ She bought a very cheap watch at that shop.

➋ This is a much nicer shirt for going to church.

➌ He fell in the ditch and smashed his chin.

➍ The chest and the couch are the same color.

➎ The chef knows how to cook the pork chop.

➏ Chances are you don’t find the chip.

➐ The bench isn’t very cheap.
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catch

patch

choice

touch

cherrychill

stitch

archcheck
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1 
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2 
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chicken

chair

check

: Pronunciation

3a

3b

3c
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Look at the set of three pictures. Listen to the conversation.
Answer the questions.

PHOTO 
GALLERY 2
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a.

b.

3._________c.

1.________

2.________  
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          Preparation 4

Listen carefully to Lisa’s postcard. After the narration, you will 
hear seven short statements. Circle the correct name to match the 
statement.

➊ a) Tom b) Jerome                

➋ a) Lisa b) Jerome                 

➌ a) Tom b) Jerome                  

➍ a) Megan b) Tom                  

➎ a) Megan b) Lisa                  

➏ a) Lisa b) Tom                   

➐ a) Tom b) Megan       

Now, listen again and double-check your answers.

    
Listen carefully to Lisa again. After the narration, you will hear four 
questions. Circle the correct answer for each question.

➊ a) He has a new nickname “Lazybones”.

      b) He seems to like ranch life.

      c) He has bought a ranch.

➋ a) Tom is reading the fifth volume.

      b) Tom thinks it’s funny.

      c) Lisa doesn’t think it’s fun.

➌ a) It may be too much work for her.

      b) It may be an interesting job.

      c) The fruit may be a good bargain.

➍ a) She bought one for Megan first.

      b) She only bought one for Megan.

      c) Megan can choose one first.

Have a great holiday!
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